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Guide for Leading Small Groups 

As a small group leader, you are changing their world.  

Set the Environment 

• Limit distractions – have everyone put their phone on silent, face down 
• Communicate expectations – keep them short and simple: confidentiality, grace, and openness. “You 

can be yourself here. We are going to respect each other. Anything that is shared in this group is 
personal and private.” 

• Snacks or treats – Always have snacks or treats available. Teenagers love to munch. Consider treats like 
individually wrapped gum that can be safely enjoyed with a mask. 

Small Group Time Management 

Small group time has four basic parts. Manage time so that each part receives appropriate attention. 
However, small groups are about shared life; if you need to deviate from the schedule to meet the needs of 
your group, go ahead! 

• Opening prayer (1-2 minutes) 
• Introductions/Icebreakers (5 minutes) 
• Discussion of Small Group Questions (20-25 minutes) 
• Concluding Prayer (1-2 minutes) 

Break the Awkward 

You may want to start off your small group with a quick ice breaker, especially if it’s the first time coming 
together as a small group. Some ice breaker questions are: 

• “What’s a boring fact about yourself?” 
• “What’s the best season and why?” 
• “Is cereal just cold soup? Why or why not?” 
• “What’s the best movie ever and why?” 

Be creative with coming up with your own ice breaker question. Use questions teenagers will have strong 
opinions on but are not too personal or controversial.  

Get Students to Participate 

To get students to participate, be comfortable with silence. It may take them a little while to speak. You may 
want to count to 50 in your head while waiting for participation. Then, try rephrasing you question, multiple 
times if necessary. You may even want to ask a couple students beforehand to help start discussion if things 
get quiet.  
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Be Present 

Nothing says “I care about you” to a student like giving them your full, undistracted attention.  

• Be present physically by showing up 
• Be present mentally by putting distractions away 
• Be present emotionally by showing empathy 
• Be present spiritually by being open to Holy Spirit-led transformation 

Be Patient 

Teenagers can be challenging. Don’t sweat the jokes, tangents, strong personalities. Remind yourself of the 
grace and patience of Jesus. When things seem to be going too far off topic, smile, share a laugh, and rephrase 
the original question.  

Be Approachable 

Remember that under the frustrating, challenging, and emotional behaviors of every teenager is a young 
person who longs to be known and cared for.  

• Listen when they speak and validate their feelings. 
• Remind them of the unconditional love Christ through your words and actions 
• Put your personal convictions and theologies aside and embrace that you get to be in community 

together. It is better to be in relationship than to be right.  

This is how relationships and trust are built, and it’s through relationship your students will grow and come to 
know the love of Jesus.  

Managing Challenging Personalities 

• The Chatty One – Affirm participation but honor whoever is speaking when interrupted 
          Example: “I really want to hear you, but let’s let Oliver finish his thought first.” 

• The Silent One – Ask specific questions to them to give them a direction for participation 
          Example: “Charlotte, what’s an example of generosity that you’ve seen recently?” 

• The Distracted One – Acknowledge their distraction, redirect them back to the small group, but give 
them something to look forward to 

Example: “I know you want to go outside Liam, but let’s finish our small group questions, and 
then we can go outside for a few minutes.” 


